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The Noé Jitrik Reader: Selected Essays on Latin American Literature by Jitrik Noe/ in Books, Comics & Magazines, Non-Fiction, Other Non-Fiction eBay. The Noe Jitrik Reader, The: Selected Essays on Latin American Literature The Noé Jitrik Reader: Selected Essays on Latin American Literature (Latin America in Translation). The Noé Jitrik Reader offers English-language readers a unique introduction to the world of Latin American literature. This collection of essays, chosen by Argentine scholar Noé Jitrik, provides a comprehensive overview of the genre and offers insight into the work of some of the most influential authors of the 20th and 21st centuries. The essays cover a wide range of topics, including the role of the novel in Latin America, the influence of the European novel on Latin American literature, and the impact of the contemporary period on Latin American literature. The Noé Jitrik Reader is an essential resource for anyone interested in the rich and diverse world of Latin American literature.